
Jabari Walker vs. Oregon - Jan 25, 2022

Game Scouted: @ Oregon, Jan. 25, 2022
1st Half Stats: 10 PTS, 5 REB, 3 TO, 3-5 FG, 1-2 3PT, 3-3 FT
2nd Half Stats: 14 PTS, 6 REB, 2 AST, 1 STL, 6-6 FG, 2-2 FT

Final Stats: 31 MIN, 24 PTS, 11 REB, 2 AST, 1 STL, 3 TO, 81.8 FG%, 50% 3PT, 100% FT

Scout Report

The entire Colorado team got off to a slow start in this game, but it was Walker who got his team
going and had a big second half to close out Oregon and complete the comeback. On the
defensive end Walker constantly guarded all five positions. He would bang down low with
opposing bigs and switch on to guards in pick and roll situations. His length allowed him to keep
ball handlers in front of him and he contested jump shots effectively. His three-point shot has
been a disappointment this season given how effective he was from three last season. Walker
only takes two threes; a catch and shoot make and a step back miss but was a force in the paint.
He was effective as the roller in pick and roll situations finishing through contact and is a strong
finisher with his right often going through contact. Walker constantly battled for great post
position but Colorado on many occasions failed to get him the ball. Despite limited post touches
Walker made up for it by running the court extremely well in transition. He beat the defense
down the court for an easy transition dunk and followed that up by sprinting down the court for a
trail tip dunk a few minutes later. At 6’9 he runs the court like a guard and has the size to finish
in traffic. Lastly, Walker displayed some guard skills as a ball handler and passer. On multiple
occasion he secured a rebound and brought the ball up. This was highlighted by a rebound taken
the length of the court where he drove, pulled the ball back out and hit a cutting guard for an
easy two. It was reassuring to see Walker focus his offense in the paint where his length and
physically lead to easy buckets at the rim.

Final Thoughts

This was a great game for Walker capped off by a dominant second half where he went 6-6 from
the field due to his work in the paint. Walker clearly has a workable three point shot and even
attempted to generate his own attempts on a step back. But he was at his best when he ran the
court, attacked the rim and turned defensive rebounds into transition offense. He looked like a
point/stretch four capable of playing in big games and leading a team with energy and constant
pressure on a team’s interior defense.


